jewish names the etymology and meaning of ashkenazi - earlier this month slate published an article i wrote about the origin and meanings of ashkenazic jewish surnames on its lexicon valley blog the, names of god in judaism wikipedia - seven names of god the seven names of god that once written cannot be erased because of their holiness are the tetragrammaton el elohim elohah elohai el, name nerds names for grandparents - with baby boomers becoming grandparents the stodgy old codger and plump cookie baking white frizzy haired grandparents are getting a massive facelift, the sacred name jesus messiah - the sacred name of god what is it, doctors slang medical slang and medical acronyms - doctors slang medical slang and medical acronyms and veterinary acronyms vet slang these have been mostly collected from around the uk and usa with a few non, the origin of the english word for god bible answer stand - the origin of the english word for god part one by craig bluemel the english word for god has become a source of confusion for christians since at least the anglo, nu what s new index to back issues avotaynu - nu what s new nu what s new is a weekly internet magazine published by avotaynu providing information of interest to persons tracing their jewish family history, language descriptions international translating company - itc translates into many different languages please use the list below to find the language you need and the language descriptions